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Matt Mullican 
The Sequence of Things 
The first major exhibition of Matt Mullican’s work in the UK for 16 years 
 
30 September 2016 – 8 January 2017 
Camden Arts Centre, Arkwright Road, London NW3 6DG 
camdenartscentre.org 
 
Press view: Thursday 29 September, 17.00 – 18.00 
Introductory talk: Thursday 29 September, 17.45 – 18.30 
Preview: Thursday 29 September, 18.30 – 20.30 
Free Entry 
 

 
Installation view of Matt Mullican, Organizing the world, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 2011  

© Jens Weber. Courtesy Haus der Kunst, Munich 
 
Camden Arts Centre is pleased to announce a new solo exhibition from Berlin-based, 
American artist Matt Mullican. For over 40 years, Mullican has been developing a codified 
language of symbols and diagrams in an attempt to articulate the complexities of existence 
and the human condition. For Mullican, ‘the world’ is the amalgamation of everyone’s 
individual perception and experience of it, and as such it can be explained in numerous 
ways.  
 
Presenting a new configuration of Mullican’s oeuvre, The Sequence of Things is the first 
major UK exhibition of the artist since More Details from an Imaginary Universe at the 
Museum of Modern Art, Oxford (Modern Art Oxford) in 2000. 
 
Inspired by Camden Arts Centre’s history as a public library, The Sequence of Things layers 
Mullican’s multiple methods of categorisation and ordering. Mathematically dividing the 
architectural spaces, the galleries will be laden with his book works, pin-boards, posters, 
drawings, flags, objects, photography and videos, all depicting his various maps, charts, 
diagrams and symbols.  
 
Known for his hypnosis-induced performances tapping into altered personas and hidden 
states of consciousness, his practice not only relates the concretely perceivable, but also 

http://www.camdenartscentre.org/
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unconscious realms. Rationalising his all-encompassing theories, Mullican’s visual systems 
speculate on philosophical intuitions, the meaning of worldly events, phenomena and the 
intricacies of the psyche. 
 
Underlying the visual cacophony of the exhibition, Mullican will map out his rationalised 
model for interpreting the world directly on the floor. Dividing Gallery 1 into the five distinct 
but intrinsically connected areas, his colour-coded geometric designs represent 
longstanding cornerstones to his work; green stands for material, blue for the everyday 
world, yellow for arts, white and black for language and red for the subjective.  
 
Having charted his own personal cosmology, this will also feature in the galleries, reflecting 
on states of existence – before birth, life and after death – unpicking the integral relationship 
between reality and perception. Together, the plethora of works demonstrates his attempts 
to find methodology behind the relationships at play in the world around him and its 
representation. 
 
– End  
 
For press information and images please contact: 
 
Camden Arts Centre 
Lia Kent Mackillop  
Communications and PR Manager 
E: lia.kent@camdenartscentre.org   
T:  +44 (0)20 7472 5511 
 
Notes to editors: 
 
Matt Mullican (b. 1951, Santa Monica, CA) lives and works in Berlin and New York. Recent 
exhibitions include Nothing Should Exist, Kunstmuseum Winterthur, Zurich, 2016, THAT 
WORLD / ESE MUNDO, Museo Tamayo, Mexico, 2014, and Organizing the world, Haus der 
Kunst, Munich, 2011. Mullican is represented by Mai 36 Galerie, Zurich. 
 
Camden Arts Centre – Inspiring art since 1965  
Camden Arts Centre is a venue for contemporary visual art and education, where ideas are 
made visible and people of all ages and abilities can engage in the creative process of 
making. Camden Arts Centre’s pioneering and varied programme of artist-led courses and 
other education activities has gained an international reputation as a model of good 
practice. It is a forward-thinking organisation where artists and others can see, make and 
talk about art. 
 
Opening times: 
Tuesday – Sunday: 10.00am – 6.00pm 
Wednesdays late: 10.00am – 9.00pm 
Closed Mondays  
T: +44 (0) 20 7472 5500 camdenartscentre.org   
Twitter: @CamdenArtsCtr  
Facebook: Camden Arts Centre  
Instagram: @camdenartscentre 
 
British artist Bonnie Camplin presents a show of new works in Gallery 3 of Camden Arts 
Centre coinciding with Matt Mullican’s exhibition from 30 September 2016 – 8 January 
2017. 
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